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Although all results in this paper are correct, some of the proofs are incomplete 
or even incorrect. In this addendum to [2], some corrections are given. 
1.3. Proposition. Let I be a nilpotent graded ideal of  R; then the map Brg(R)--, 
Brg(R/I) is surjective, if  all graded residue class fields are non-trivially graded, 
then Brg(R)--- Brg(R/I). 
Proof. As claimed by Verschoren [7], it suffices to adapt he proof of a correspond- 
ing ungraded result as given by DeMeyer [6]. It was overlooked that, for the injec- 
tive part, one has to use the property that the graded free modules are cofinal in 
the category of faithfully projective graded modules. This holds under the condition 
that every residue class field is non-trivially graded, as is discussed in [4]. [] 
2.4. Proposition. Let R be a quasistrongly graded Noetherian ring, and Si some 
graded dtale R-algebras (1 < i <<_ n). I f  U is a graded dtale covering of  Sl ® "" ® Sn, 
then there exist graded dtale coverings Si-* S'i such that we have a factorisation 
S I®. . .®Sn"*U-*S~®. . .®S;  
where the connecting homomorphisms are graded. 
Proof. The proof given in the paper is wrong: it is not true that ~)g S/' = @n S[. A 
correct proof may be given if one adapts the original proof given by Artin [1]. At 
a certain point in this (long) proof, the following classical result is used: if the 
separable closure k: of a field k is finite over k, then either k = ~, or k is real closed. 
This property has no graded counterpart, and it is at this point that we have to 
introduce the quasistrongly graded hypothesis. If we drop this hypothesis, then we 
may construct a counterexample. Full detail is given in [3]. [] 
3.9. Lemma. U+ (© ® K~(R )) -~ U+ (~ ® H° (R )) O) (~ ® rk~(R )) ~ KoFPg(R ). 
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This result is correct, but it is not sufficient for the proof of Lemma 5.3. One 
needs similar results for the categories Pg(R) and FPg(R). Unfortunately, the cor- 
responding properties with lower index g do not hold. We have a positive result, 
however, if we restrict o a suitable subcategory. Let 5 be a positive integer such 
that every graded residue class field contains a unit of degree ~, and let p t= 
PQP(1) (~- - -GP(5 -1) ,  for every P~Pg(R). Let P~(R) and FPgt(R) be the full 
subcategories of Pg(R) and FPg(R) consisting of objects of the form pt ,  and let 
rk0~g(R) be the kernel of the map KoP~(R)~Ho(R ). Then we may prove (cf. [4, 5]): 
3.9'. Lemma. U+ (© ® KoP~g(R))= U+ (©(~ H°(R)) @ (© ® rktog(R))~KoFP~(R). 
3.11'. Corollary. rkg'KoFP~(R)-~ U+(Q ®Ho(R)) has a section a, and every x in 
KoFP~(R) having rank one has a unique n th root in KoFP~(R ). 
We may now give a complete proof of Lemma 5.3. As it is more than just an 
adaptation of the classical proof, we give it in full detail. 
5.3. Lemma. Let c e H~ ( R, U0)tors , f , g e h ( R ) such that R f + R g = R. Denoting cf , C g 
for the images of c in H2(Rf, Uo) and H2(Rg, Uo), and assuming that there exist 
graded Rf- and Rg-Azumaya lgebras A and B such that O[A] =cf, O[B] =Cg, it 
follows that there exists a graded R-Azumaya lgebra C such that 0[C] =c. 
Proof. O[Ag]=O[Bf]=Cfg, so there exists a datum of the form A =(A,B,P,Q,~) 
such that Ofl[d]=(cf, cg). Replacing A by d®(Rf ,  Rg, R]g,R]g, id) (using the 
notations of the paper considered), we may suppose that d =(A,B,P t,Qt,~). 
Again, replacing A by A ® (Rf, Rg, Rfg, I, can) for some suitable I~ Picg(Rfg), we 
may suppose that r/[A] = c. Now, assume that cn= 1, then, by injectivity of r/, A (n) 
is graded isomorphic to a trivial datum (END M, END N, pt(n), Qt(n), END 09), 
where 09 is a graded isomorphism Mg Q pttn) ~ Nf ~ Q t(n). Let x = [Mg t ® p t(n)] = 
[N]®Q*t')I in KoFP~(Ryg). Let y=x/a(rkg(x))=O(x), and let z be the unique 
nth root of y - l .  Then (zo([Pt]))'=Q([Mtg]) -1, and therefore zo[Pt ]e  
Im(KoFPgt(Ry) ---' KoFP~(Ryg)), and a similar property holds for za(tQ*l). Consider 
the isomorphism h'KoFP~(Rfg)--*U+(©®Ktog(Rfg))'. There exists an integer m 
such that h([(Rt)m]z)= 1 ®a, for some a in Ktog(Rfg). Taking m big enough at 
once, we can arrange that a= [Ht], using [4]. Hence [(Rt)m]z = [Ht], for some 
H t e FP~(Rfg), and, in a similar way, [(R t )m]z [P t ]  = [pgt], for some p , t  ~ FP~(Rf) ,  
and [(Rw)m]z[Q t]= [Q)t], for some Q,t 6 Fpgt(Rg). It follows that [Ht][P t] = [p~t], 
and therefore Ht®pt®(Rt)p=gPgt®(Rt)P,  for some integer p. Replacing 
m by mp, we obtain Ht®pt=gP~ t, and similarly, HtQQt=_gQ~ t. Now A-  
(A, B, P t, Q t, O ® (R f , Rg, Ht, Ht, id) =g (A, B, (p' t )g, (Q' t )f, ~ '). A ®END(P  't) and 
B®END(Q 't) may be glued together using ~'. This gives a graded R-Azumaya 
algebra C, and from our construction it follows that r/([C])= c. [] 
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5.6. Lemma. I f  R is quasistrongly graded and gr-local, then Brg(g)~H2(R, U0)tors. 
Proof. If R is gr-local and quasistrongly graded, then R has a homogeneous inverti- 
ble element of degree d. Then consider C=R[X] / (X  d -  T). C is a graded 6tale 
covering of R which is finitely generated as an R-module, hence C is projective as 
an R-module, so C is graded free. The result hen follows from Lemma 5.5 and the 
following lemma: 
5.7. Lemma. Let C/R be a graded, faithfully projective R-algebra, and let c e 
H2(R, Uo) be such that its image in H2(C, Uo) lies in Im//. Then c e Im ft. 
Proof. Invoking Lemma 5.4, we may suppose that R is gr-local. Let R ~ S be a 
graded 6tale covering, and let u e Uo(S 0~) represent c, and let A be a graded C- 
Azumaya algebra such that 0([A]) = 1 ® c e H2(C, Uo). Denoting R sgh for the strict 
gr-Henselisation of R, every graded 6tale covering of C(~)R sgh has a section (cf. 
[3, Lemma 2.5]). Hence A QR sgh represents the trivial element of Brg(C(~)RSgh), 
and thus there exists a graded &ale covering T of R such that [A ® T] = 1 in 
Brg(CQ T). So we can find a graded isomorphism a:A®T- - 'Mn(C®T) ,  if we 
suppose that A is of constant rank, which is no problem, and after replacement of
T by another graded 6tale covering. Replacing T by another graded &ale covering, 
and using Proposition 2.4, we may suppose that the automorphism (a® 1)ozo 
( l®a)  -1 of Mn(C®T®T)  is induced by a graded automorphism D(a) of 
((C® T)®c(C® T)) n. 
Replace S and T by the graded covering R sgh. 
The cocycle f induced by D(a) is cohomologous to 1 ® u; hence there exists a 
graded 6tale covering W of C, and we Uo(W®c W), such that l®u=fA l  w. As 
C® R sgh__, W® R sgh has a section, we may replace W first by W® R sgh and then 
by C~)R sgh. So we may choose w in Uo((C(~RSgh)(~c(C(~RSgh)). Now, the 
graded isomorphism 
D (a) w : (C ® R sgh (~) R sgh) n _.~ (C (~) R sgh (~) R sgh) n 
is an isomorphism of graded free R sgh (~) 8 sgh-modules of rank nd, where [C: R] = d. 
So D(a)w induces a graded isomorphism of graded RSgh®Rsgh-algebras 
gJ = END (D (a) w) : Mnd (R sgh ® R sgh )~ Mnd (R sgh ~) g sgh ). 
Clearly we have g/2: g/a o g/l, SO by descent we obtain a graded Azumaya lgebra B, 
and by construction the cocycle associated to it is u. [] [] 
Let me finish this note with the observation that Theorem 2.8 may be generalized 
to arbitrary graded rings, if one constructs a morphism to a sheaf cohomology 
group instead of a ~ech cohomology group. For full detail, we refer to the last 
chapter of [5]. The author thanks R. Hoobler for pointing out some of the errors 
made in this paper. 
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